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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach to fuel-optimal path planning of multiple vehicles using a combination of linear and integer programming. The basic problem formulation is to have
the vehicles move from an initial dynamic state to a final state
without colliding with each other, while at the same time avoiding other stationary and moving obstacles. It is shown that this
problem can be rewritten as a linear program with mixed integer/linear constraints that account for the collision avoidance.
A key benefit of this approach is that the path optimization
can be readily solved using the CPLEX optimization software
with an AMPL/Matlab interface. An example is worked out to
show that the framework of mixed integer/linear programming
is well suited for path planning and collision avoidance problems. Implementation issues are also considered. In particular,
we compare receding horizon strategies with fixed arrival time
approaches.

1 Introduction
The problem discussed in this paper is to use mathematical
programming techniques to find the optimal path between two
states for a single vehicle or a group of vehicles. This path will
be optimized with respect to both fuel and/or time, and must
ensure that the vehicles do not collide with each other or with
obstacles, which can be fixed or moving. A classical approach
to collision avoidance, especially in the field of robot motion
planning, is the use of potential functions [1]. Other recently
developed techniques include such approaches as randomized
algorithms [2]. Path planning techniques using graph searching and surface covering [3] were developed earlier. This paper presents an alternative technique that uses integer programming as a modeling framework to formulate appropriate obstacle and inter-vehicle collision avoidance constraints on the
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motion of the dynamic system.
The paper first presents the basic problem formulation for a
single vehicle, which is followed by the introduction of the
constraints for obstacle avoidance. Note that we distinguish
between (i) collision avoidance with stationary obstacles, (ii)
collision avoidance with moving obstacles that have predefined paths, and (iii) mutual collision avoidance between multiple vehicles. A software implementation using AMPL and
CPLEX with a Matlab interface to solve the mathematical program is presented. Section 6 compares different implementation strategies including receding horizon and fixed arrival time
approaches.

2 Problem formulation
2.1 Single vehicle
The basic path planning problem discussed in this paper is the
problem of finding a fuel-optimal path between the two states
of one or more moving objects. Classical approaches to this
optimization problem include the minimization of a quadratic
cost function whose variables must satisfy the state space equa [4].
tions of the dynamical system
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In this problem formulation, '98;:=< is the state vector and
08>: <@? is the control. The system is assumed to start from
some original state ' & . The destination state is implicitly defined to be A .

The cost function used in this paper uses a weighted one-norm.
The (semi-)positive definite weighting matrices + and 2 of the
quadratic formulation are replaced by nonnegative weighting
vectors B and C , which gives the following convex cost function:
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d
where F KLF denotes the vector of absolute values of K . When
combined with the collision avoidance constraints (see Section 3) the 1-norm formulation yields a mixed integer/linear
program, which is much easier to solve than the mixed integer/quadratic program that would be obtained using a quadratic
cost.
In order to solve this fuel-optimal control problem numerically,
one must discretize the system and use a finite time horizon
M
M
MPO@Q 6
. The finite horizon
transforms into N
discrete
Q
time steps, where 6 is the sample time. To account for the
MSRUT a terminal cost VW 'YXZ is introduced.
remaining time
The original optimization problem is thus transformed into the
following one:
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where
and  are derived from
and 
through appropriate discretizations. Neglecting the constant term B ) F ' & F and
Q
dividing the cost function by 6 gives:
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A straightforward choice for the terminal cost VW 'YXg is l ) F '*X F ,
where the nonnegative weight vector l can be tuned appropriately. This yields a convex, piece-wise linear cost function
that can be transformed
into a linear form by introducing slack
don
d"}
variables and additional constraints [5]. By introducing the
qp sr ut*tutvN , w xr *tut*tvzy{ and |
slack variables m
~p A5ut*tutvN r ,  r ut*tutvyf\ , the optimization problem
can be reformulated as:
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where the indices w and  denote the components of the state
and input vector respectively. The resulting optimization problem is a linear program, for which very efficient and highly optimized software packages exist. Several additional specifications can be added to this problem, including limits on control
amplitude or constraints on the state location.
2.2 Multiple vehicles
The linear program (7) can easily be extended to a multivehicle case, where each vehicle has to move to a different
final state. In order to specify an arbitrary final state, the cost
function (6) is modified to minimize the difference between the
state and the final state. Denote the state, input and final state
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d

vectors of the  th vehicle as 'v , 0b and 'v* respectively. In the
most general case all vehicles can have different system matrices q-5E . Moreover different weight vectors B , C* and
l{ can be used for each vehicle. The cost function for the  th
vehicle is thus modified to:
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The total cost function for  vehicles can be defined as the
sum of the separate cost functions. The linear program then
becomes:
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In the next section, we introduce obstacle avoidance constraints
and formulate them as mixed integer/linear constraints on the
positions of the vehicles.

3 Binary Constraints for Collision Avoidance
3.1 Stationary obstacles
Consider for simplicity of exposition a single moving vehicle in
a two-dimensional space that must avoid a rectangular obstacle.
Let the position of the obstacle be denoted by the coordinates
d d
of its lower left and upper right corner points: ~= z@= E and
q=¡z@=E . At every time step p the position ~ z  of the
vehicle must lie in the area outside of the obstacle. This can be
d 
formulated as: ¢

d§¦
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or  d¨¦
or 
or 
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Note that the vehicle is considered to be a moving point. This
is a classical approach taken in robot motion planning: the obstacles are enlarged with the size of the moving object, such
that the vehicle itself reduces to a moving point [1].
Ad3} way to transform the or-constraints (10) into more useful
and-constraints is to introduce binary slack variables [6]. Let
6 be a binary variable (0 or 1) and let © be a large arbitrary
positive number. The constraints (10) may then be replaced by
dU constraints:
d
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mixed-integer/linear
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d3}

d3}

If the  th original or-constraint is not satisfied on the p th time
step, the corresponding binary variable 6 equals 1. The last
² yf4 -constraint ensures that at least one of the original orconstraints is satisfied, which ensures that the vehicle avoids
the rectangle. The constraints (11) can be formulated for every
obstacle situated in the manoeuvre space and for every vehicle in the multiple vehicle case. They are not enforced on the
A time step since these positions are fixed by the
initial qp
initial state.
This technique, however, is not restricted to rectangular planar obstacles. An arbitrarily shaped planar obstacle can be described by a surrounding polygon, of which the edges give rise
to anti-collision constraints in both the  - and  -coordinates.
The extension to 3D-movements with 3D-obstacles is straightforward: one only needs to formulate extra constraints in the
³ -coordinate and a 3D-obstacle can be described by a surrounding polyhedron.
3.2 Moving obstacles
An extension of the previous problem is to include moving obstacles with a predefined motion. A straightforward approach
to this problem is to define new obstacles at every time step,
corresponding to the positions of the moving obstacles at that
instant. The coordinates of the obstacles change at every time
step, according to their predefined motion. For translational
motion of rectangular obstacles, the format of the binary constraints (11) remains the same. Rotational motion on the other
hand and motion of non-rectangular obstacles yield constraints
in both  - and  -coordinates. This strategy is readily implemented in the algorithms using AMPL and Matlab (Section 5).
3.3 Multiple vehicles
In the case in which multiple vehicles are moving to different
destinations, collision avoidance between the vehicles can be
dealt with in a way similar to the case of stationary obstacles.
At each time step every pair of vehicles  and ´ must be a minimum distance apart from each other in the  - or  -coordinate.
Considering
d d planard motion
d again for simplicity of exposition,
denote the positions of vehicle  and ´ at the p th time step as
  z   and µ z\µ  respectively. Let the safety distances
be denoted by 4·¶ and 4\¸ . The constraints can then be described
d
d ¦
¢
as¢ follows:

d
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The condition ´º½ avoids duplication of the constraints on
the positions. Eliminating the absolute values transforms the
d
d¾¦
¢
¢
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These constraints can again be formulated as mixed integer/linear constraints by introducing appropriate binary vari-
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Again the last constraint ensures that one of the original ÂYÃ constraints is satisfied, which implies that the vehicles are a
safe distance apart.

4 Mathematical program
The combination of the linear program (9) with the binary constraints for collision avoidance (11) and (14), yields a large
non-convex mixed integer/linear program (MILP). To make the
problem more realistic, one can also put linear or piece-wise
linear –i.e. absolute value– constraints on maximum and minimum input and state [7].
Suppose that for all vehicles the state and input vectors are of
the following form:

v' 
0f

£J¡k¹5Ä HYÄ 1¤ ]
£  ¶   ¸ {¤ ]

(15)
(16)

For simplicity only the position and the velocity are considered as state variables. Denote the minimum and maximum
input and state vectors as 'v  =  , 'v  =z , 0f  =  and 0f  =z .
Constraints on the position should be interpreted as a rectangular area, between the boundaries of which the vehicles are
supposed to stay.
Suppose there are  vehicles and Å stationary obstacles. Let
the complete time range be divided into N time steps. The
complete mixed integer/linear program then becomes:
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writes the resulting solution to an output file readable by Matlab. Other Matlab-scripts then plot the path and visualize the
state and input sequence.

(21)

6 Planning Strategies

(22)

This section presents two planning strategies: a receding horizon strategy and a fixed arrival time approach. The latter can
also be used to calculate the shortest time path.
6.1 Receding horizon

(23)

When applying a receding horizon strategy the path of the vehicles is composed of a sequence of locally optimal segments. At
a certain time step the MILP from Section 4 is solved for the N
future time steps, which provides the input commands for these
N future time steps. However, only a subset of these N input
commands are actually implemented. Instead, the process is
repeated periodically and a new set of commands is developed
for each time window. Usually the applied subset is restricted
to the first control input. Hence a new set of input commands
is calculated at each time step.
6.2 Fixed arrival time

(24)

5 Software
The total optimization problem from the previous section can
be readily solved by a mixed integer program solver implemented in the CPLEX software package. CPLEX requires the
standard MPS-format as input [8], which can be generated by
running a specific m-script in Matlab. However, writing such
an MPS-file generating script is an error prone task and such
scripts are usually not very flexible in adapting the cost function
or the type of constraints. We have therefore used the AMPLlanguage [9] to formulate the path planning problem.
Implementing the constraints in AMPL is straightforward, requiring minimum translation from the form shown in Section 4.
The forms of the problem and the constraints are defined in a
model file, while the parameter values are in a separate data
file. Therefore, changes to the problem may be made without
rebuilding the constraints expressions. The data files can be
edited directly or generated by a simple Matlab script. AMPL
combines the model and data to an MPS-file, which is then
solved by CPLEX. Moreover, AMPL can handle piece-wise
linear variables and thus absolute values: it hence generates the
necessary slack variables and extra constraints automatically.

An alternative approach is to use a fixed arrival time, which
means that the arrival time is specified and the mathematical
program is solved once over the entire time range. The final state (at time step N ) can be constrained in this approach
'X
'   instead of including it in the cost function. The cost
function for a single vehicle then reduces to

where 
step p .

]

don

X`c de _ba nc < e ? n don
Ã F F
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denotes the w th component of the input vector at time
Thus the calculated path is designed to minimize the
fuel used for that specific time range and weight vector C .
The extension to the multiple vehicle case is straightforward.
In case the arrival times of all  vehicles are the same, the cost
function becomes

don

X c d"e _ba nc < e ? n d n
ce `
Ã° F   F
 Ï
D
&
 a
a

(26)

where   denotes the w th component of the input vector of the
 th vehicle at time step p . Note that it is also possible to specify
different arrival times for each vehicle.

We thus specify the system matrices, the obstacle coordinates
and other optional dynamical parameters in Matlab, and use a
specific script to generate an AMPL input file. An AMPL script
selects the appropriate model and data file, calls the solver and

The fixed arrival time approach can also be used to calculate the
minimum-time path between two points. This can be done by
solving a feasibility problem corresponding to the constraints
of the MILP, while decreasing the horizon length. The shortest time path can then be computed for the minimum horizon
length for which the mathematical program is still feasible.
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6.3 Optimality and computation time
The major difference between the fixed arrival time and the receding horizon approach is the difference in the optimization
criteria. By specifying the arrival time and accounting for the
final state in the constraints, the cost function (6) is reduced to
only contain the input variables. Therefore there is no trade-off
between input and state minimization and the computed input
sequence is thus the fuel-optimal one for that specific horizon
length and those specific weight factors, taking into account the
dynamic and collision avoidance constraints. When using a receding horizon (RH), however, the solution is locally optimal
on every segment. Thus the total RH-path probably requires
more fuel than the vehicle would consume if the path was calculated over the entire time range.
Consider an autonomous ground vehicle that has to manoeuvre
between a set of rectangular obstacles. The vehicle is modeled
as a simple 2-D discrete double integrator with discretization
Q
step 6
1 shows the trajectory for a fixed arM{AÐ°t Ñr Ñ  . Figure

rival time
or
80 time steps. The initial position
ÓÒ
is rÈÔ  Ò  ; the destination is zPA5t Ô u Ô  . The vehicle mostly
moves around the obstacles, which consumes the least amount
of fuel. Although the vehicle could arrive earlier, it uses the
complete time range to arrive at its destination. The velocity
and acceleration thus remain as low as possible, which corresponds to the minimum fuel use.
In order to compare the different strategies the total sum Õ`Öq×zÖ
of the absolute values of the input components is considered as
a measure for fuel consumption:

d

XÙc de ØzÚGÚ

Õ«Öq×zÖ
N Ð°ÑÑ

d

F  ¶¿F . F  5¸ F 

&

Destination reached in 7.3 seconds

15

(27)
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0

In Figure 2 the fixed arrival time approach is used to compute
the shortest time path between the two points as described in

10

15

20

±

d

Figure 2: Fuel-optimal shortest time path of unmanned vehicle:

Mbá

< ªÛ t 

d
±
á
M
Section 6.2. This shortest time is
±@< â ¼Û
± t  . To reach the
destination within Û t  , the vehicle now has to manoeuvre bet of fuel.
tween the obstacles, requiring Õ Öq×zÖ
±
Figure
Mfã Ñ 3  ± shows the receding horizon path for a horizon
or 30 time steps. The fuel consumption is now
×
ÕMfÐ°ÖqÑ×JÖÑ
Ô t Û and the vehicle reaches the destination after
Ý t Þ  or 92 iterations. The fuel consumption is
thus 59.3% greater than in the fixed arrival time case with
M Ð°ÑÑ
ßÒ  . As now the “distance” to the final location is in±

cluded in the cost function and is thus minimized, the vehicle
starts manoeuvring between the obstacles, which explains the
increased fuel consumption.
Destination reached in 9.2 seconds

15

is the last but one time step, corresponding to the last
Ð°ÑÑ
input. In the fixed arrival time example N
ÜÛÝ and the
vehicle consumes Õ Öq×zÖ ßÞ¡r t Þ of fuel.

5

10

5

0
Destination reached in 8 seconds
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5
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±

Figure 3: Trajectory of unmanned vehicle under receding horiMfã Ñ

zon control with ×

0

−5

Figure 1: Fuel-optimal path of unmanned vehicle for a fixed
M Ð°ÑÑ
arrival time
àÒ 

Of course, the key benefit of the receding horizon approach is
that the solution can be calculated much faster than the fixedtime problem. This follows from the fact that the number of
variables and constraints increases polynomially with the horizon length, but the worst-case solution time increases exponentially [5]. The trade-off between optimality and computation
time is important for a real-time implementation of these path
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−10

−5

0

5
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15

20

planning algorithms. This is shown in Table 1, where the arrival
M Ð°ÑÑ , the total fuel consumption ÕkÖq×JÖ , the total computatime
d
M á
tion time ÍI×  and the average computation time per iteration
M Ö are shown for different horizon lengths M ã × Ñ . Although the
vehicle arrives earlier, in this scenario, the fuel consumption
decreases with the horizon length. For comparison, Table 2
M á
gives the fuel consumption Õ Öq×zÖ and computation time
M1Ð°ÑÑ ÍI× 
for a fixed arrival time planning for the arrival times
in Table 1. With a fixed time approach the vehicle clearly consumes
less fuel, but the computation time increases strongly. Future
d
research will explore these observations in more detail.

M ã × Ñ Y
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0

M vÐ ÑÑ (Y
9.2
9.0
8.4
8.2
8.2

Õ«Öq×zÖ

35.7
34.1
31.6
30.4
30.4

M ÍI× á · (È
129
267
441
728
1213

M Ö° Y

1.40
2.97
5.25
8.88
14.79

Table 1: Arrival times, fuel consumption and computation
times for different horizon lengths.

M Ð°ÑÑ Y
9.2
9.0
8.4
8.2
8

ÕPÖq×JÖ

17.4
17.8
19.2
20.0
21.2

M ÍI× á ¡ Y
613
442
193
189
162

Table 2: Arrival times, fuel consumption and computation
times for fixed arrival time planning
6.4 Safety
Although the solution to the MILP yields a collision free path,
in a receding horizon setting this still does not guarantee that no
collisions will occur. Indeed, in a RH-setting a single vehicle
or a set of vehicles can be led to a critical situation for which
the MILP becomes unfeasible in the next iteration. This can
happen if a vehicle has moved too close to an obstacle or if
multiple vehicles have moved too close to each other. If the
remaining distance is too short to stop or to avoid the obstacle
or other vehicles, a collision will occur. Such critical situations
typically occur when the horizon is too short to “spot” obstacles
or other vehicles in time.

7 Conclusion
This paper presented a new approach to trajectory planning
of multiple vehicles that directly incorporates collision avoidance as mixed integer/linear constraints. A mathematical programming formulation has been proposed including binary
constraints for stationary and moving obstacle avoidance and
multi-vehicle path planning. Several strategies with corresponding trade-offs were discussed and examples were given
to show the potential of our approach. It was shown that receding horizon strategies, while computationally more attractive
than strategies aimed at computing complete trajectories a priori, can lead the system to unsafe conditions. Future work will
therefore concentrate on procedures ensuring that a single vehicle or a set of vehicles can always return to a “safe” state from
wherever it stands.
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